Figurations of the treshold and the limit: Perceptions and images of the Sublime and the Occult in 19th Century Art
Dr. Dominique Levy-Eisenberg

The course will propose: 1. first a preliminary reading of Longinus, Kant and Burke’s definitions of the Sublime as a philosophical and aesthetic category articulating the perceptual and psychical experience of the limit, different modalities of perception and awareness of the unseen, the unintelligible and overwhelming; 2. an iconographical and stylistic discussion of the images and representations of the Sublime in the art of the 19th century and 3. the evolution of the concept and its representation in symbolist art and aesthetics from 1880s on, and the perception of the psyche and Interiority as the new experience of the Sublime, intermingling of rational and the irrational forces.
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